FREE HEADPHONES WITH YOUR FIRST PURCHASE FROM THIS NEW CATALOGUE

*Headphones are subject to stock availability
Product 2114 **Athos White Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with white barrel with coloured, non-slip grip and metal clip.

**Features**
- Weight: 10.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- Various colored accents

Product 1608 **Palito Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured accents and streamlined barrel.

**Features**
- Weight: 7.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- Various colored accents

Product 1870 **WhiteLine Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a transparent coloured button, point and clip with a white stripe as striking detail.

**Features**
- Weight: 7.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- Various colored accents

Product 1835 **Tip Pen**
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with textured grip, coloured clip and push button.

**Features**
- Weight: 7.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- Various colored accents
Product 1709 **Penza White Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a white barrel, transparent coloured clip and push button.

**Features**
- Weight: 8.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: IN

**Variants**

Product 1809 **Penza Silver Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a transparent coloured clip/push button.

**Features**
- Weight: 8.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: IN

**Variants**

Product 1820 **Tingle Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with matte finished barrel. Stylish clip and glossy button in matching colour.

**Features**
- Weight: 7.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**

Product 1610 **Promise Pen**
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with textured grip, coloured clip and push button.

**Features**
- Weight: 7.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
Product 1770 **Modena Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with stylish design. The body and clip of this pen are integrated. Striking colour accent below the clip.

Product 1109 **Striper Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent coloured clip.

Product 1966 **Accentta Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with matte black holder, outstanding designed clip and metallic-look detail.

Product 1208 **Coaster Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured rubber grip and metal clip.
Product 2116 **Athos Neon Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen in a striking colour. With black accents and metal clip.

**Features**
- Weight: 11.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**

Product 2120 **Riva Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with rubber grip, matte transparent coloured clip and silver push button and top.

**Features**
- Weight: 9.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**

Product 2358 **Athos Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with opaque coloured barrel, non-slip grip and metal clip.

**Features**
- Weight: 12.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Height: 1.40 cm.
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**

Product 1860 **ColourBow Pen**
Blue ink pen with rubber non-slip grip, solid colour clip and silver trim.

**Features**
- Weight: 8.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
Product 1678 **Nuva Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with matte finish. With clip and push button that fit perfectly together.

**Features**
- Weight: 900 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**

Product 1840 **Charlie Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with non-slip grip and striking clip.

**Features**
- Weight: 8.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**

Product 1850 **Vista Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with unique design: the barrel and clip of this pen is designed in one piece. With colourful accent under the optical ‘floating’ clip.

**Features**
- Weight: 7.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**

Product 1866 **Vista Solid Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with unique design: the barrel and clip of this pen is designed in one piece. With striking silver accent below the optical ‘floating’ clip.

**Features**
- Weight: 9.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
Product 1826 Trans Accent Pen
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent coloured clip and matching indented detail on the neck.

Product 1848 Roxy Solid Pen
Blue ink ballpoint pen with curved clip and twist mechanism.

Product 1547 Paris Pen
Glossy blue ink ballpoint pen with smooth grip and metal clip.

Product 2661 Allegro Pen
Blue ink ballpoint pen with white barrel and colour accents, rubber grip and stylish clip.
Product 2442 **Athos Colour Touch Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured barrel, rubber grip, glossy accents, recess in metal clip and rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad).

Features
- Weight: 12.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

Product 2112 **Athos Silver Pen**
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with coloured non-slip grip and metal clip.

Features
- Weight: 12.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

Product 2662 **Athos Solid Touch Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad). With black accents, recess in clip and twist mechanism.

Features
- Weight: 10.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

Product 1516 **Spargo Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a rubber grip, modern clip with stylish colour accent.

Features
- Weight: 8.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN
Product 1897 **Lunar Colour Pen**

Blue ink ballpoint pen with a stylish clip with a striking, grey coloured accent and twist mechanism.

**Features**
- Weight: 12.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- [Color options]

Product 1899 **Lunar Pen**

Blue ink ballpoint pen with a stylish clip with a striking colour accent and twist mechanism.

**Features**
- Weight: 12.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- [Color options]

Product 1902 **Swan Pen**

Blue ink ballpoint pen with curved clip with colour accent and twist mechanism.

**Features**
- Weight: 14.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- [Color options]

Product 1932 **Swan Colour Pen**

Blue ink ballpoint pen with a fine curved clip with a white accent and twist mechanism.

**Features**
- Weight: 14.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- [Color options]
Product 2345 Groove Pen
Blue ink ballpoint pen with striking grip for an enjoyable writing experience and large, coloured clip.

Features
- Weight: 10.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

Product 1775 Ducal Colour Pen
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured clip and point. Made in Italy.

Features
- Weight: 8.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Brand: Stilolinea
- Country of origin: IT

Product 1719 Trans Clip Pen
Blue ink ballpoint pen with translucent coloured clip and push button. Made in Italy.

Features
- Weight: 9.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Brand: Stilolinea
- Country of origin: IT

Product 1695 Ducal Pen
Blue ink ballpoint pen with clip and beautiful coloured accents. Made in Italy.

Features
- Weight: 8.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Brand: Stilolinea
- Country of origin: IT
Product 2208 **Logan Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with non-slip grip, clip/push button and silver accents.

**Features**
- Weight: 12.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]

Product 2436 **Raja Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured tip, metal clip and trims. Made in Italy.

**Features**
- Weight: 11.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Brand: Stilolinea
- Country of origin: IT

**Variants**
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]

Product 1718 **Hit Colour Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured clip and point. Made in Italy.

**Features**
- Weight: 11.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Brand: Stilolinea
- Country of origin: IT

**Variants**
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]

Product 1685 **S40-Colour Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured top/push button with clip. Made in Italy.

**Features**
- Weight: 8.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Brand: Stilolinea
- Country of origin: IT

**Variants**
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
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Product 2662 **Athos Solid Touch Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad).
With black accents, recess in clip and twist mechanism.

**Features**
- Weight: 10.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- Various colors available

Product 2332 **Athos Touch Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad), metallic look barrel, non-slip grip, recess in metal clip and twist mechanism.

**Features**
- Weight: 12.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- Various colors available

Product 5569 **Ebony Rubberised Pen**
Blue ink ballpoint pen with black painted push button/clip and tip, chrome interlaces. The barrel is finished with a rubberised finish.

**Features**
- Weight: 19.00 g.
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- Various colors available

Product 1699 **Delgado Pen**
Blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with slim barrel. With rubberised finish, twist mechanism and metal clip, tip, ring and top.

**Features**
- Weight: 6.00 g.
- Material: Synthetic material
- Minimum quantity: 1
- Order unit: 1
- Country of origin: CN

**Variants**
- Various colors available
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EVERYTHING YOUR WORKPLACE NEEDS TO SUCCEED